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Coordinating Synchronous and
Asynchronous Communications

EPISODE 197

Communication is at the heart of collaboration. Any team, whether fully in-person, remote, or
hybrid, needs to have effective communication processes. With technology advancing what’s
possible, and teams evolving when, where and how they work, we need to actively design
how we will communicate in ways that take advantage of new capabilities while streamlining
and simplifying our systems so that they are sustainable.

This mini-guide contains examples of the type of content you might include in your
communications guide.

The full guide contains a walk through of the 5 steps in the process for creating a
communications guide with your team along with principles to consider as you decide on your
tools, methods, and norms. It also includes suggestions for how to optimize various forms of
synchronous and asynchronous communications and a short list of my favorite tools.
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What each method should be used for
Which tools or apps will be used for each method
Norms or ground rules for communicating via each method as well as overall
communications

A communications guide captures agreements for how your team will use its various
communication methods and tools. The finished guide can take any form you like, but
should include the following:

EXAMPLES OF A COMMUNICATIONS GUIDE
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@mention someone if you are specifically asking them to respond.
State clearly if you want people to acknowledge that they've read the message. Once
read, add your emoji.
Provide a brief context when sharing a long-form attached message (text, audio, video).
Do not assign tasks via Slack. Use our task app to make task requests.
When setting up a new channel, include a description of what information should be
included here and what doesn't belong.
Assume a response within 4 hours during the workday.

Chat App: Slack
Primary Usage: All internal communications (no emailing each other!)
Norms:

Only text someone when a response is needed within 30 minutes.
If you receive a text, respond within 30 minutes.
If you can't fully respond, let the person know you saw the message and when you can
get back to them.
It's okay to text outside of work hours when urgent responses are needed.

Texting: Native phone messaging app
Primary Usage: For urgent matters only
Norms:

We do not expect responses outside of work hours, but you may send messages any
time.
If one communication method isn't working, shift to another (e.g. if a chat chain is getting
confusing, call a meeting).
Always state clearly "the ask", "from whom", and "by when".

General norms:


